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Outline
What I will be talking about

Recent economic trends
Growth above expectations in Q4 2010
External balances leading to record high reserves

Macro policies supporting stability and growth
Monetary policy – inflation, exchange rate
Fiscal policy – financing and demand management

Microeconomic reforms will be key to support job-creating growth
Investing in infrastructure
Improving the business environment
Enhancing human capital



Positive near-term momentum
Growth in Q4 2010 was above expectations…

Real GDP growth reached 6.9 percent in Q4, year-on-year, and was 
the highest seasonally adjusted quarterly growth since 2000 Q1

Source: CEIC, World Bank
Note: Seasonal adjustment by World Bank staff



Growth has increasingly been broad based

Growth has been 
broadly based, with 
manufacturing, 
agriculture and 
services equally 
supporting growth.



Recent rise in exports has also been broad 
based
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Positive near-term momentum
…record financial account inflows…

Surge in portfolio flows over 2010 as a whole but also an 
upward trajectory for FDI 

Source: BI



Portfolio flows into Indonesia…
…but high relative to FDI flows

Source: CEIC, BI, BPS



Following capital inflows and current 
account surplus, reserves at record highs



Rice prices leading food price increases 
domestically

Note: Domestic prices are low quality (IR 64 III) wholesale prices and international prices are Vietnamese 25% 
broken rice in Rupiah. Depreciation of Vietnam currency explains much of recent fall in international prices
Sources: Jakarta wholesale market, FAO



Food prices and the poor 
Rising global domestic food prices…

In Indonesia and in other countries around the world

Sources:  BPS and CEIC



Rising food prices 
…affect the poor and vulnerable the most…

BI has recently increased 
interest rates. Much of 
Indonesia’s recent inflation 
was due to supply side 
constraints – difficult to 
manage through monetary 
policy

Core inflation still low – but 
rising. BI more concerned with 
core inflation, which signals 
whether economy is 
overheating 

High poverty basket inflation 
may lead to increases in 
poverty levels, as in 2005/06

Source: BPS, World Bank staff market, FAO

The rise in poverty basket 
inflation in Indonesia…



Significant exchange rate appreciation 
since 2006
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Private sector is not 
complaining much about 
this. Possible reasons: 
(i) commodities not 
much affected by it, (ii) 
other problems (e.g. 
infrastructure) more 
pressing

In any case, the 
stagnation of the 
manufacturing sector 
started much before 
2006



Indonesia has had remarkable success in 
lowering its debt-to-GDP ratio

…debt-to-GDP has declined since 2000 from around 90 percent to 
almost 25 percent



Indonesia has a small government as well 
as conservative fiscal policy

Indonesia runs relatively 
conservative fiscal policy, with 
deficits in the order of 1 percent, 
even at the height of the global 
financial crisis.

This fiscal conservatism means 
stability, but also lost 
opportunities in terms of financing 
needed investments.

Indonesia has one of the 
smallest governments, when 
measured as expenditure as a 
share of GDP



Indonesia’s large fuel subsidies and rising 
oil prices pose a challenge for fiscal policy

Indonesia has consistently 
overspent on subsidies.

Limiting spending on other 
priorities (capital spending, 
social security).



Job creation remains a problem –
especially good jobs

Despite positive macroeconomic performance, job creation remains a 
problem – with employment being created in less productive sectors.

Microeconomic reforms necessary.



Indonesia is lagging behind most ASEAN 
peers in infrastructure development

Country 
Main Airport

Optimum  
Passenger (mil)

Optimum 
Cargo (tons)

Jakarta 22 300,000

Manila 25 600,000

KL 40 1,200,000

BKK 45 3,000,000

Singapore 73 3,000,000

Source: PT Angkasa Pura II, other airports, media reports
(Standard Chartered)

Source: LPI 2010 (World Bank)

Country 
Main 

Seaports

Container 
handling (box 

per hour)

Vessel 
berthing  

(h)

Vessel 
waiting 

(h)

Jakarta 23.3 50-57 2

Surabaya 10 65 2

Thailand 
(LC)

35 8 0.4

Manila 28 NA NA

Singapore 31.3 Varies 2

Source: ASEAN Ports Association
(Standard Chartered)



Infrastructure levels have not recovered to 
pre-crisis levels yet

Source: Philippine’s Transport for Growth, 2009 
(World Bank), various years

Subnational

Central

Public Infra Spending/ GDP Investment in infrastructure (% of GDP) 

Indonesia needs a big push on infrastructure with the government and public 
sector playing a lead catalytic role. Private sector participation is often around 
20% of investment, PPP will need market friendly design.
Rationalize/ prioritize investments. See next slide for connectivity priorities.
Identifying and implementing financing, accountability and capacity-building 
mechanisms to incentivize and empower local governments to deliver on 
water, sanitation and roads
Creatively tackling tariff reform in the power sector



Indonesia scores relatively poor in a 
number of indicators

Source: Global Competitiveness Report 2009-2010



Why is Indonesia’s competitiveness low?

… quality of institutions (government bureaucracy, corruption, 
political instability), infrastructure, access to finance and labor 
regulations. Macroeconomic factors (inflation, exchange rate) very low 
in the list of problems.



Strengthening the investment climate and creating jobs
Some data and principles
Net FDI inflows-to-GDP (percent)

Global Rank in Doing Business 2011  -
selected countries in East Asia



Skill levels in the labor force seem to be 
low – both on the supply and demand side

Change in capabilities ranking (bars) 
Capabilities ranking, 2005 (dots)

Private sector does not seem 
to have great difficulties in 
filling skilled vacancies in 
Indonesia…

… but this could be more a 
reflection of low demand for 
skills rather than abundance of 
skills


